Chicken Soup Prep Board and
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Supplies Needed:
Small Scissors
Stain Pen (if desired) for cutting board
Spray Paint for metal (if desired) for pot
Super Glue (Loctite Super Glue Gel is recommended)
Gallery Glass—Brown (you could also use white glue with a little brown paint in it)
Razor Blade or Exact-o Knife
Double-stick tape
Provided for you:
Pot

Veggies

Pot Handles

Cutting Board
Chicken
Breast
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Instructions:
1. Trim the feathers off the cutting board and stain if desired.
2. Spray Paint the pot if desired. You’ll need to prime first, then paint.
3. Block the bottom of the pot with blue masking tape or other tape. Fill the pot, a couple drops at a
time, with gallery glass. Let dry between layers. (Figure 1) If you don’t have gallery glass, you can
use a white glue, that dries clear, with a little added brown paint.
4. Cut the veggies and chicken as desired. A razor blade works better than an exact-o knife as you can
get even pressure across the whole blade. Some of your cut pieces will be added to the pot and some
will be used on the cutting board. (Figure 2) To prevent losing them, I put them on a piece of doublestick tape and then sliced them.
5. When you are ready for the last layer of gallery glass (or glue), add the gallery glass, then add some
veggies and chicken on top. Push them in a little so they look like they are floating in the broth rather
than on it. Let dry. (Figure 3)
6. When everything in the pot is dry, glue the handles onto the pot using just a small amount of super
glue (I dipped the handle ends into a small spot of glue and then positioned them on the pot.) If
you’ve painted your pot, be careful in positioning. I had problems with the paint coming off if I tried
to move a handle. The handles should be on opposite sides of the pot and down just 1/16” or so from
the top. It doesn’t matter how far, really, as long as they are the same on both sides. (Figure 4)
7. Glue the remaining veggies, chicken and pieces on the cutting board as desired. Its okay if your glue
shows as it will look shiny like there was water on the cutting board, which would not be unusual
when cutting up veggies. (See Sample Photo on Front).
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